Dear commissioner and others,

I want to ask for a public hearing on the proposed 775 dwelling development behind the middle school in Kapaa, Hokua Place. It is important for the people of kapaa, wailua to be present and to know what it currently being proposd on this project. Any change of zoning would push this project through and there is much rightful opposition to this project. Too much to ignore, or to move forword during current covid restrictions. It would be in the best intrest of the community to hold off any hearing until the community can be present and properly voice their opposition. The proposed-zoning of the acreage from Agriculture to Urban would be so damaging to our community in kapaa. This area is overdeveloped as is, with the Kulana project seemingly almost complete this project on top of that would ruin our landscape, way of life, be beyond the max of our infrastructure and resources. Simply it would add to the stress and displacement of our current community members. I ask to preserve agricultural lands as is and encourage our community to cultivate and sustain. Adding to that, there is no better place to display agricultural restoration, then land that surrounds our keiki at school. Please consider the effects that this community will undertake with your decision on rezoning and allowing this project to move forward.

Mahalo! Tina Taniguchi